Abstract

One goal of early Christian preaching was to read Old Testament Scripture in search of Christ. However, Lienhard writes: “It is something of a shock for modern interpreters to turn to patristic literature and discover the Fathers, who bequeathed orthodoxy to the church, indulging the most fanciful forms of what appears for all the world to be eisegesis.” You may have experienced this shock as you consulted the Ancient Christian Commentary on Scripture. This paper argues that, while the goal of preaching Christ is worthy, the method utilized by early Christian preachers needs to be adjusted to enhance the pericope’s meaning. The author presents a method of creatively moving to the Cross and illustrates this method from the preaching of Timothy Keller of Redeemer Presbyterian Church on 1 Kings 3:16-28.

Three standard examples from early Christian preaching of creatively moving to the Cross

Numbers 20:2-13 records how God’s people and their leaders, Moses and Aaron, acted in the waterless wilderness of Zin. In a nutshell: the people quarreled with their leadership, the leadership went into the presence of God and received instruction concerning how to provide water, but didn’t quite follow those instructions, yet God provided water anyway and told the leadership what would happen because of their unbelief and failure to uphold God as holy in the eyes of the people of Israel.

Because of Paul’s interpretation in 1 Corinthians 10:4 (“...they drank from the spiritual Rock that followed them, and the Rock was Christ”), we would expect early preachers would find Christ in Numbers 20:2-13. Here’s how Augustine understood part of the narrative: “The rock is Christ in a sign, the true Christ in the Word and in the flesh. And how did they drink? The rock was struck twice with a rod. The double striking prefigures the two pieces of wood on the cross.”

Exodus 4:24-26 contains a puzzling scene as Moses begins to make his way back to Egypt to redeem his people. During a stopover, the Lord who commissioned Moses to deliver His people “met him and sought to put him to death” (v. 24). Thankfully, Moses’ wife, Zipporah, knows how to stop the attack. She circumcises their son “and touched Moses’ feet with it and said, ‘Surely you are a bridegroom of blood to me!’” (v. 25). In Augustine’s, On the Grace of Christ and Original Sin, he wrote, “Christ was the rock whence was formed the stony blade for the circumcision...”

One final example comes from Theodoret of Cyr’s understanding of Psalm 23. Concerning the phrase, “Your rod and your staff comforted me,” he writes, “with one he supports my weakness, with the other he guides toward the right way. You would not be wrong, however, to apply this to the saving cross....This is the meaning...the cross is assembled from two rods, with the upright staff confirming and directing those who believe in him and strengthening those who are weak, and using the crossbar as a rod against the demons.”
Christological interpretation of early Christian preaching was characterized by two major tendencies. First, all three examples show the tendency of atomistic interpretation. The preachers found Christ in the details of the narrative, such as the rock being struck twice. Their goal was to preach Christ and they creatively moved from details in the narrative to the cross to accomplish their goal. Second, and more important for this study, these three interpretations show the tendency to engage in what I call disconnected, Christological interpretation. In other words, there appears to be no attempt on the part of early Christian preachers to connect Christ to the meaning of the pericope.

In Numbers 20, the discovery of the Cross in the rock being struck twice does not help interpret the narrative. There is no connection between Christ crucified and the sinful response of God’s people in the wilderness. The same goes for seeing Christ as the rock from which a cutting instrument was formed in Exodus 4. Seeing Christ does not help interpret the scene in which God is stopped from seeking to kill Moses. Theodoret of Cyr’s discovery of the Cross in the shepherd’s rod and staff in Psalm 23 did not have any bearing on the meaning of the Psalm, in particular how a believer could claim that the Lord was their Shepherd according to the Psalm.

While I admire and espouse the goal of early Christian preachers to find Christ throughout the Old Testament, I am proposing that an adjustment needs to be made so that the Christological discovery enhances the meaning of the pericopes. But, before I present an adjustment, I want to briefly give two reasons why this approach is necessary. The first reason has to do with the implication of Jesus’ teaching in Luke 24. The second reason has to do with the results of biblical theology’s attempt to locate a canonical center.

**Two reasons for Christological interpretation**

First, while teaching His disciples, if Jesus applied His hermeneutic throughout the entire Old Testament Scripture, then this kind of creative exegesis was one of the ways He “[began] with Moses and all the Prophets” and “interpreted to them in all the Scriptures the things concerning himself” (Luke 24:27; verse 44 adds “and the Psalms”). If Jesus only utilized His hermeneutic in selected Texts, then maybe He could get by with the more obvious connections created by quotes and clear allusions. The wording of Luke 24:27, however, favors the need for Jesus to creatively move from most Old Testament preaching portions to some aspect of His person and work. Luke says, “all the Prophets” and “in all the Scriptures.”

In most Old Testament sections Jesus would have had to creatively move to Himself since direct quotes are sparse. Greidanus cites research that shows that the New Testament contains 1604 quotations from 1267 Old Testament passages. If my math is accurate, then that leaves approximately 26,300 unquoted verses in the Old Testament. How would Jesus move, for instance, from those narratives about the kings in Kings and Chronicles to Himself? McCartney and Clayton raise this issue: “Since the NT writers do not cover everything in the OT, we may expect large areas where the typology or sensus plenior has not been indicated in the NT.” Those large areas are either off limits to the Christ-centered hermeneutic, or we can attempt to creatively move to the cross. However, I stress again that Luke twice said, “all,” which suggests that expositors should (must?) find ways to creatively move to the cross if they are to implement Jesus’ hermeneutic.

Second, if these creative, Christological connections are not made, then a crucial segment of Scripture’s message is absent in most Old Testament preaching portions. I’ve arrived at this conclusion through interaction with Walt Kaiser’s writings, specifically his proposed canonical center. Kaiser argues that in order for biblical theology to function as “informing theology” for the Church, it must have a “canonical center.” He states his center as “...God’s word of blessing...or promise...to be Israel’s God and to do something for Israel and through them something for all the nations on the face of the earth.”
Notice what this canonical center leaves out. It does not tell us what Scripture tells us--how God’s promised blessing came true. Kaiser’s center has left out Scripture’s portrayal of Jesus as the One through whom God’s blessing/promise would come to the Jew first and also to the Greeks. Kaiser’s analysis has left out the Gospel and this affects the interpretation/application of Scripture, especially Old Testament Scripture. This observation becomes an important part of my understanding of how Christ-centered preaching operates. Christ-centered preaching consistently fills in Kaiser’s canonical center by showing how God-in-Christ brings His salvation/blessing to those who believe. In the Old Testament this means showing Christ as God’s ultimate display of grace, the means by which judgment is averted, and the fuel for the desire and capacity to live according to the stipulations of His covenant.

A proposed adjustment to creatively moving to the Cross: Anchor Christological meaning to the meaning of the preaching portion

Now, having presented two reasons for adopting the Christological goal of early Christian preachers, let’s discuss a way to adjust their method so the connection to Christ enhances the meaning of a preaching portion. In the examples above of early Christian preachers, the connection to Christ was disconnected from the meaning of the preaching portion. They knew they needed to find Christ, but didn’t know that Christ taught His disciples how He completed the meaning of those pericopes. The narratives, laws, prophetic oracles, and Psalms all meant something more than was previously known. I do not believe Jesus was showing them Himself in a way that was disconnected from the meaning of the pericopes. Yet, this is how much Christological exegesis is conducted.\(^{13}\)

Let’s revisit Numbers 20:2-13. Augustine taught that the double-striking of the rock pictured the two pieces of wood that made up Christ’s cross. I am suggesting that the connection to Christ needs to be connected to the meaning of the narrative, meaning tied to the plot. How does knowing that their rock was Christ enhance the interpretation/application of Numbers 20? A first reading of Numbers 20:2-13 could be seen as a call for God’s people not to quarrel with Him about what He hasn’t yet provided. In this reading, the narrative is designed to encourage God’s people to believe in His ability to provide for them. The gift of water-from-the-rock is intended to bolster faith. For Paul to identify the rock as Christ appears to be a meaning-changer, but look at what this interpretation actually does.

Numbers 20:2-13 still encourages God’s people to believe in His ability to provide for them on the basis of what He has provided in Christ. Christians who are satisfied with all that God is for them in Christ do not crave evil things and quarrel with Him. My wording comes from 1 Corinthians 10:6 (“Now these things happened as examples for us, so that we would not crave evil things as they also craved.”). This second, Christological reading provides a more specific look at why God can and should be trusted--look at what He did for us in Christ. It also provides a reason why those who truly have Christ put to death their evil cravings (Christ satisfies).

The second reading is a true second reading because we’ve allowed the first reading of Numbers 20:2-13 to communicate foundational meaning.\(^{15}\) Then and only then can we move to something like: Christians do not crave evil things when Christ satisfies their thirst. In the Numbers narrative God is calling us not to contend with Him because to do so is evidence of a lack of faith in His provision in Christ. Notice, only the rock has been redefined, not the plot. The meaning and intention of the original mini-plot is kept intact despite the addition of the larger plot of the Gospel Story. The narrative in Numbers has set the parameters for meaning, meaning that is not violated by the New Testament reference to Christ.\(^{15}\)

Anchoring Christological meaning to the meaning of the entire preaching portion is a crucial part of adjusting the method utilized by early Christian preachers. The concept of creatively moving from an Old Testament preaching portion to the Gospel involves a certain lack of precision. To be creative is to be inventive, imaginative. This does not undermine preaching with greater accuracy because of where we are
at this stage of interpretation. If this creativity was employed at the beginning of the exegetical process to establish foundational meaning, then we might have problems. But, to the best of our abilities we’ve anchored meaning to the vocabulary and structure of God’s Word (i.e., in the plot, not the redefinition of the rock as Christ).

**Examples of creatively moving to the cross**

Eliminate the preaching portions in the Old Testament that contain material quoted in the New Testament; eliminate the segments containing clear allusions. In order to implement Jesus’ hermeneutic, one must be ready to creatively move to the cross. Consider the following examples of possible, creative connections.

Exodus 31-34 contains the story of God’s people worshiping the golden calf. Part of God’s judgment on His people was the order for the Levites to “kill his brother and his companion and his neighbor. In Exodus 32:29 Moses says, “Today you have been ordained for the service of the Lord, each one at the cost of his son and of his brother, so that he might bestow a blessing upon you this day.” In v. 30 Moses goes on to say, “now I will go up to the Lord; perhaps I can make atonement for your sin.”

One meaning or intention of the narrative is to urge Believers away from the kind of idolatry displayed at Sinai. In order to avoid this kind of sinful behavior, Christians need to believe how God-in-Christ has made atonement for their sin and act according to that faith. The narrative provides a connection to the Gospel by mentioning that the blessing of God could come upon God’s people only “at the cost of his son” (v. 29). This is exactly how God provided atonement for our sin, which includes the ability to avoid the sin of idolatry. At the cost of His Son, God made our atonement possible.

Another way to move from the story to the Savior is in verses 30-35 where Moses pleads with God. Moses asks God to blot him out of God’s book if He will not forgive their sin. In verse 33 “the Lord said to Moses, ‘Whoever has sinned against me, I will blot out of my book.”’ Thankfully, God did temporarily blot out One who did not sin against Him. God did not accept Moses’ offer because Moses could not forgive sins through his own condemnation. However, God did accept Jesus’ offer and Jesus’ death-for-sin stopped the plague caused by our rebellion (cf. Exodus 32:35). Faith in God’s most gracious act is the beginning of loyal worship.

The story of Jonah provides another opportunity for creative, Christological exegesis. Kuruvilla provides a summary of the meaning of Jonah: “Will you be merciful like the God who called you?” Let me suggest a couple of ways to creatively move to the cross from Jonah chapter 4. First, in 4:2 Jonah tells God that he knew He was “slow to anger and abounding in steadfast love, and relenting from disaster.” However, on the cross, God did not abandon His harsh intention to kill His Son to pay for our sin. When Believers see God extending that kind of mercy at the expense of His Son, it changes them deeply and gives them the desire and capacity to “be merciful” (like God and unlike Jonah). Second, in 4:3 and 8 Jonah’s words can be applied to Christ with new meaning: “it is better for me to die than to live.” Jesus died as a result of this reasoning and this was the ultimate display of God’s mercy. This connection to the Gospel also shows how Believers can put Jonah’s message into practice.

These kinds of creative connections involve no risk; the meaning of Jonah is not changed. I have found a couple of ways to move from Jonah to the cross so that the meaning of Jonah—“Will you be merciful like the God who called you”—can be actualized by Christians by faith. This helps us avoid a moralistic interpretation/application. I can be merciful like God, unlike Jonah, as I am seeing and believing in God’s mercy for me displayed in the sacrifice of Christ on the cross. Believers don’t follow Jonah’s poor example of being mercy-less. They fight against selfish impulses by faith in Christ in the power of the Spirit.
This kind of Christological interpretation is not an alternative to exemplar preaching, but Christianizes it. Often, Christ-centered preaching and exemplar preaching are pitted against one another. I am suggesting that the choice is no longer simply between exemplar or Christ-centered preaching; it’s not one or the other, but both/and. I have no doubt that one possible meaning of Jonah is that he was intended as a bad example (“go and do otherwise”). But I do not believe Jonah was intended to function as a bad example without pointing us to the perfect example of the Prophet who felt the same pity for the entire world that God felt for the Ninevites.

An example from Timothy Keller’s preaching on 1 Kings 3:16-28

In an article entitled, How to Read the Bible, Wilkens describes our task of doing creative, canonical exegesis: “The Bible becomes a vast field of interrelated words, all speaking about the same reality: the one God revealed in Christ....The task of an interpreter is to help the faithful look beyond the surface, to highlight a word here, an image there, to find Christ unexpectedly...” I have found no one who does this better, week in and week out, than Timothy Keller. When pastors ask me for a model of Christ-centered preaching, I recommend they listen to the way Tim’s hermeneutic plays out at the end of his sermons. It has been said that some things are better caught than taught. If you listen to Tim regularly you will catch his hermeneutic and benefit from the myriad ways in which he moves from the preaching portion to the Gospel.

My first exposure to Tim’s preaching was his sermon on 1 Kings 3:16-28 which records the first test of Solomon’s newfound, God-given wisdom. Two prostitutes approach Solomon over a dispute concerning an infant. Both mothers were claiming that the boy was theirs. Solomon asked for a sword to cut the baby in two so that each could have half. The real mother is horrified and quickly acquiesces to the other woman. Solomon’s tactic revealed the true mother; his wisdom wins the day and his reputation began to grow.

At the end of the sermon, Keller begins to explore how we can copy the poise of the real mother. Keller said, “If she can do it, you can do it.” He believes the narrative is functioning as a positive exemplar (“go and do likewise”). Then Tim goes on to say, “It’s not just Solomon pointing us to Christ here. The woman is, too. You know what the woman did? She looked at the throne and said, ‘No. No. Don’t ruin his life; ruin mine; don’t tear him into two; tear me into two. So that he can have hope and joy, I will lose and give away all my hope and joy.’ But don’t you realize there was a greater One than that who stood before the eternal throne and He looked at us and he saw the sword of judgment over us; he saw that we should be punished for our foolishness. And what did He say to the throne; what did He say to His Father. He says, ‘No, don’t ruin them; ruin Me; don’t tear them into pieces; tear Me into pieces. I will give up all of my joy and all of my hope so they can have joy and hope.’ And He did...Do you see Him doing that for you....if you have Him as your true King, you will be truly wise...” This is Tim’s way of showing from the narrative that ultimately the King is wise for us. He is the source of our wisdom to handle life’s tricky situations. Then Keller also quoted 1 Corinthians 1:30 “...Christ Jesus, who became to us wisdom from God...”

The way to connect preaching portions to the Gospel is virtually endless—there are almost as many ways as there are preaching portions. Bos suggests that one way to move creatively from an Old Testament preaching portion to Christ is to see the words as spoken to Jesus or by Jesus or about Jesus. Words spoken to Jesus could be in the form of a prayer or request or confession. Words spoken by Jesus need not be direct quotes found on Jesus’ lips in the Gospels, but simply words He very well could have spoken due to His circumstances. I moved from the Story to the Savior in Jonah 4:3, 8 along this path. Words spoken about Jesus describe who Jesus is and what He has done to save those who believe.
In Keller’s example above, the true mother’s action was used to highlight Jesus’ action to save us who believe. Keller was able to include the sword, the object of judgment, in his movement from the Story to the Savior. In my first example from Jonah, I connected the Story to the Savior by pointing out that, on the cross, God did not act the way He acted in Jonah. On the cross God did not “relent from disaster” (cf. Jonah 4:2). In the Exodus 32:29 example, I moved from the Story to the Savior through a similar concept: redemption through the loss of a son/Son. Then in Exodus 32:33 a possible connection to the cross exists in the fact that what God said to Moses (“Whoever has sinned against me, I will blot out of my book...”) thankfully was not true on the cross.

Conclusion

In an effort to adjust the Christological method of early Christian preachers, I suggest that the move to Christ should (1) be made after the idea of the preaching portion has been established through standard, historical/grammatical/literary exegesis, (2) be connected to the idea established through exegesis, and (3) should enhance the meaning of the preaching portion by showing how God-in-Christ-through the Spirit saves those who believe, including supplying the desire and capacity to live the sanctified life that is often portrayed by biblical character.
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